General Counselor

Summary:
Counselors are responsible for the design and execution of the day to day activities that make up a
Quimby day. The creative design of the day is the essence of Quimby Country. Our day is designed so
guests of all ages can choose between counselor led activities with nature as the classroom or quiet time
spent reading a book, taking a walk or enjoying a peaceful paddle on the lake. We value offering
structure for those who are looking for it and a variety of options and choices so family members can do
exactly what they are looking for. There is something for everyone at Quimby Country.

A Typical Day:
Two activity periods make up the morning with a number of options offered during those periods. Arts
and crafts, archery, tennis, paddle board, bird walks, shing, baking, basketball and more are some of the
many activities offered each day. Additionally, off-property adventures like canoe trips, hikes, mountain
biking and rock climbing are apart of the weekly schedule. Afternoons are spent at Quimby’s swimming
lake where guests enjoy time in the water kayaking, paddle boarding, sailing and of course swimming.
The late afternoons can be spent with a family pick up game of softball, knock-out on the basketball
court or creating tie dye shirts or special QC banners on the lawn. The evenings always have a favorite
QC tradition on the schedule with bingo, capture the ag, outdoor movie night or music and s’mores
around the camp re. Each week traditional Quimby activities of Quimbledon and Family Olympics are
favorites for everyone.

Responsibilities:
Plans the daily activities with the support of the other counselors
Facilitates morning assembly for QC guests
Organize and run daily activities
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Creation of the daily activity board

Meets with other counseling staff daily to review and debrief the day
Meets weekly with managers to discuss activity ideas, needs of guests and opportunities for growth in the
schedule.
Responsible for the upkeep of shared common spaces, preparedness of the tennis court, bailing of all
boats
Runs evening activities

Quali cations:
Because our team is small, all staff pitch in where work needs to be done. Supporting our waitstaff,
housekeeping, properties and kitchen staff can be a need and a FUN opportunity from time to time.
Support of one another and a team mentality is the Quimby way.
Must be willing to be a team player
Great attitude!

Compensation:
Salary Position: salary dependent on experience and length of employment
Eligible to receive weekly gratuity
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Works

days a week

